
Friday morning dawned with clear skies and a very light breeze.  The temperature was a dash 

board recorded 34 degrees.  As the day progressed the temperature would again rise into the 

low 60’s.  The skies remained clear; the breeze became a little stronger in the afternoon but 

did not rise above 10 MPH.  Humidity was again low; the mud from a couple days ago was 

now mainly dry with even a little dust rising in areas. 

FC Rainbow’s Chick N’ McNugget “Nugget” (Britt F O-Art & Judy Cohen H-Kyle Merrill) and FC 

Marshside Hard Cyder “Cyder” (GSP F O-Robert Todd Stephens H-Dave Walker) These two ran 

good races but found no birds.                                                                                               

  

                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 



FC Hey Lincoln Watch That Tail “Lincoln” (IS M O-Mark Johnson H-Mark Smith) and FC/AFC 

Trinity’s Million Dollar Baby “Baby” (ES F O-Wayne & Trish James H-Ray Dohse) Lincoln was 

absent early; when catching the front at 12, he ran into the path of his bracemate’s bird and 

failed to stop.  Baby had a mannerly stop to flush at 12.  She pointed stylishly at 24, even with 

relocation the bird could not be found.  Her handler opted to pick up and immediately 

afterwards her bird flew. 

 

                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GFC/FC/AFC Loknlode Black Bitty “Bitty” (Pointer F O-John Houghton H-Ray Dohse) and FC 

Sherlock’s Ace of Hearts “Acey” (ES F O-Stan & Susan Noble H-Greg Dixon) Bitty ran a very 

attractive race at good range; she hunted the cover intelligently.  Acey was a handful early 

before settling into her race.  Acey pointed at 25 with Bitty honoring but it was a barren stand.  

Bitty scored a pretty find on a covey at 31.  Acey pointed at 47 but rooted the bird to end her 

chances.  Bitty had a nice find on a single at 55 with everything in order.  She finished forward.  

  

 

                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



St. Jude’s Champaign Fenway “Pesky” (ES M O-Bob, Tracy & Patrick Doran H-Ray Dohse) and 

Bravo Blizzard’s Little Ol’ Dormie From Texas “Dormie” (VIZ M O-Eric Behr H-Mark Smith)  

This pair of dogs showed good application, their handlers giving them time to work the birdy 

areas.  Dormie suffered an early non-productive and a nice find at 42 minutes.  He was up 

shortly after that.  Pesky ran a very pleasing race.  He is well gaited and easy to watch as he 

covered the likely coverts.  He was found pointing at 52 minutes with very nice style.  A small 

covey of birds was produced in front of him.  Pesky would finish the hour in the same manner 

that he had begun. 

 

                                                  

 

 

 

 

 



FC/AFC WFK Hilited Marshside Margarita “Sister” (GSP F O-Bradley Taylor H-Dave Walker) 

and Poquito’s Maracas De Rita “Mara” (VIZ F O-Karen Concillo H-Jamie Fountain) The second 

brace of the afternoon featured two eye pleasing dogs.  Both dogs were attractive in the 

manner in which they covered the ground.  Each dog seemed to be applying themselves well to 

the course.  Sister was found pointing at 11 minutes with very nice style.  No bird could be 

produced for her.  Sister’s day came to an end at 25 minutes after a second non-productive 

stand.  Mara would also record a non-productive at 33 minutes.  She was picked up by her 

handler at 45 minutes as she was not challenging the leaders. 

 

 

                                                    

 

 

 

 



High Roll-Ns Crapshoot “Shooter” (GSP M O-Nelson Mills H-Dave Walker) and FC St. Croix’s 

Lightning Strike “Haley” (Pointer M O-Bruce & Sue Mueller H-Greg Dixon) The final brace of 

the day was released at 3:05 PM.  Both dogs were quickly to the front, showing both 

intelligence and drive in their well-directed ground patterns.  Haley was found pointing at 9 

minutes.  A quick relocation was required to locate the single bird.  At 27 minutes both dogs 

were pointing into a large pile of dead timber.  Only a rabbit was seen and both were taken on.  

Shooter would suffer a second non-productive shortly after the midpoint and was picked up.  

Haley had a second non-productive at 42 minutes ending her bid. 

 

 

                                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The final day of the 2017 AKC Gun Dog Championship began under clear skies.  The 

temperature at the breakaway was in the mid 30’s and would rise into the lower 70’s by the 

afternoon braces.  The breeze was very light in the morning and would build to the 15 MPH 

range by midafternoon.  The humidity was low as it had been for the past several days. 

FC Hi-Tailyn Katara “Katara” (GSP F O-Scott Bodenstab H-Ray Dohse) and NAFC/FC/AFC 

Dunfur’s Tule Moon “Max” (GSP F O-Irene Palmer H-Dan Hoke) Katara scored a good find at 4 

with Max honoring.  These two ran big races that were for the most part forward in pattern.  

They each had an absence that detracted. 

 

 

                                                     

 



Rockwood’s Ladies Man “Enzo” (VIZ M O-Mike Northwood H-Diane Vater) and FC/AFC 

Radbach’s High Ransom “Tip” (GSP M O-Calvin & Irene Palmer H-Dan Hoke) These two did not 

have their A-game on and found no birds. 

 

 

                                    

 

 



NAFC/FC/AFC Sixxem’s A Cut Above “Sadie” (GSP F O-Keith Bryant H-Josh Niemen) and NGDC 

Piney Run Lily “Lily” (Britt F O-Martha Greenlee H-Ben Lorenson) Sadie looked promising at 

the start but was lost before the half.  Lily was forward in pattern.  She pointed at 43 but it was 

unproductive.  There were no birds pointed this hour. 

 

 

                         

 



GFC/FC/AFC Tjust Lucky Three Spot “Lucky” (GSP M O-Bill Anderson H-Josh Niemen) and FC 

Dr. Block’s Reacher “Reacher” (Brittany M O-Dr. Kenneth Block H-Kim Trafton) Reacher was a 

scratch.  Lucky was seen little from the breakaway.  The tracker was asked for at the 30 minute 

mark. 

 

                                    

 



FC Palmetto Pointe’s Autumns Blazing Star “Autie” ( Britt F O-Tiffany & Tom Bass H-Kyle 

Merrill) and DC/AFC Dynata’s Bound To Be Shooting for It All “Hailey” (VIZ F O-Laurie Fairchild 

H-Jamie Fountain) The final brace of the event featured two well titled dogs.  Both dogs 

hunted hard making several nice casts.  At 16 minutes Hailey was found pointing with Autie 

backing nicely.  Both dogs displayed their style and good manners.  Autie would add a stop to 

flush at 48 minutes.  Despite the warm temps both dogs hunted hard for their time. 

 

 

                                           

 


